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Image generated by #DALLE when we (humans) typed in 
“A neural network is a digital brain that lives inside a computer”  



INPUT: 
“A teddy bear painting a portrait”





And … neural networks  
can write its own code. 
Or click bait version:  

Artificial intelligence can reproduce itself?  



#Copilot running in visual studio code





Now what happens if we bring the power of  

GPT (ChatGPT/Claude/ Bard)+  

Stable Diffusion (MidJourney, Stability AI) to 
  

Astrophysics?   



Foundation Model for Science

Foundation Model for Science

Generalization to Data-limited

Scientific challenges: Would pre-

training on diverse data of different


domains improve data-limited 
problems?  

Multi-modal capabilities:

The model needs to take in 


scientific data of different types

Multi-task capabilities:

The model can be trained to

perform one task, but can be 


fine-tuned do a different

task further downstream.

Model infrastructure

Scaling the model up: 

Would it always lead to 

emergent behaviors? 

What would happen if we bring the power of large (language+data) models to science?
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The model needs to take in 


scientific data of different types

Multi-task capabilities:

The model can be trained to

perform one task, but can be 


fine-tuned do a different

task further downstream.

Model infrastructure

General multi-scale solver:

Accelerate multi-scale 


simulations that would be otherwise 

expensive to generate

Initial Science Goals

Scaling the model up: 

Would it always lead to 

emergent behaviors? 

What would happen if we bring the power of large (language+data) models to science?

Simulate the Universe

Accelerate multi-scale Hydrodynamic 

and N-body simulations of the 
Universe and use it as part of 

simulation based inference for the 
Universe 

Inference on Universe

Infer properties of the beginning and 

components of the Universe! 
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Generalization to Data-limited

Scientific challenges: Would pre-

training on diverse data of different


domains improve data-limited 
problems?  

Multi-modal capabilities:

The model needs to take in 


scientific data of different types

Multi-task capabilities:

The model can be trained to

perform one task, but can be 


fine-tuned do a different

task further downstream.

Model infrastructure

Genomics Materials Biology 

Future Science Goals?

Scaling the model up: 

Would it always lead to 

emergent behaviors? 

What would happen if we bring the power of large (language+data) models to science?

Molecule prediction Other time-series?


